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On June 17, 2021, the U.S. Supreme Court, by a 7-to-2 vote, rejected what will probably be the last major case seeking to uproot the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Although skirmishes over the law and its implementation will persist, the Court’s decision most likely marks an end to Republicans’ efforts to achieve in the courts what they have been unable to achieve in Congress.

The latest case — the third big ACA-related lawsuit to reach the Court — arose when Congress zeroed out the penalty for not buying health insurance as part of a tax overhaul in 2017. Republicans, who controlled the legislature, wanted to scrap the individual mandate as a consolation prize after their attempt to repeal the law collapsed. But because they lacked the numbers in Congress to overcome a filibuster, they had to use a parliamentary process known as budget reconciliation, which allowed them to proceed with a simple majority.

Under the finicky rules governing reconciliation, Congress can adopt only laws that affect the budget — basically, anything related to taxing or spending. As a result, Republicans could not repeal outright the ACA’s instruction that people “shall” buy insurance. Instead, Congress made the penalty for going without insurance $0. This move was widely understood as tantamount to repealing the mandate: as then-President Donald Trump said in a presidential debate, “I got rid of the individual mandate.”

Republican state attorneys general (AGs) saw matters differently. In Obamacare’s first brush with death in the courts, National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius, five conservative justices held in 2012 that Congress lacked the constitutional power to force people to buy insurance. But a different majority — this one comprising Chief Justice John Roberts and the four liberal justices — reasoned that the individual mandate need not be read as a coercive command. Instead, the ruling said, it should be read as a tax on the choice to go without insurance. The individual mandate was thus constitutional pursuant to Congress’s taxing power.

Seizing on this reasoning, a consortium of GOP-controlled states led by Texas filed a federal lawsuit in early 2018 arguing that, without a financial penalty, the individual mandate could no longer be defended as a tax. As
the AGs saw it, a $0 tax is not really a tax at all. Instead, they argued, the ACA’s instruction that everyone “shall” buy insurance could be understood only as a coercive command — the kind of command that the Supreme Court had already held to be unconstitutional. The AGs also argued that the “shall” language (even if it was backed only by a $0 penalty) was so inextricably intertwined with the rest of the law — and so indispensable to its functioning — that the entire law was invalid.

Few independent legal observers, Republican or Democrat, saw merit in these arguments. Yet the Trump administration, keen to undo the law by any means, refused to defend the ACA in the courts. This decision, which prompted one government attorney to resign and others to withdraw from the case, broke with the U.S. Justice Department’s bipartisan commitment to defend acts of Congress from legal challenge. A group of Democratic-controlled states led by California intervened to defend the law — hence the case’s caption, California v. Texas.

With the Trump administration’s support, the case got a warm reception in the lower federal courts. The trial judge declared the mandate unconstitutional and the entire law invalid. On appeal, the Fifth Circuit agreed with much of the trial judge’s reasoning, though it asked him to reconsider whether some parts of the law might be salvageable.

At that juncture, the Supreme Court agreed to hear the case. The ACA’s supporters initially welcomed the Court’s intervention: Roberts was the swing vote, and he had already voted to turn away two much stronger challenges to the ACA. With Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s death and Justice Amy Coney Barrett’s subsequent confirmation, however, the ideological balance of the Court lurched to the right. The law’s fate might no longer be determined by the chief justice, but instead by Justice Brett Kavanaugh and Barrett, both Trump appointees.

Even as the lawsuit’s odds improved, Republican officials were reluctant to endorse it, fearing that the public would blame them if the ACA were invalidated with no viable replacement on the table. During Barrett’s confirmation hearings, for example, then-Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) said that “no one believes the Supreme Court is going to strike down the Affordable Care Act.”

Senate candidates in the 2018 election cycle — including Josh Hawley (R-MO), who as Missouri AG had signed on to the lawsuit — tried to ignore the case and misleadingly claimed to support protections for people with preexisting conditions. The Supreme Court’s dismissal of this latest bid to overturn the ACA was thus met with relief across the political spectrum. Joined by six other justices, Justice Stephen Breyer held that Texas and the other GOP-controlled states lacked standing to sue because they could not show that a mandate with a $0 penalty caused them harm. He rejected the states’ argument that the mandate might cause more people to enroll in Medicaid and other state-sponsored insurance programs. “A penalty might have led some inertia-bound individuals to enroll,” Breyer acknowledged in the majority opinion. “But without a penalty, what incentive could the provision provide?”

For similar reasons, the majority found that the two people who sued alongside the states, both private consultants, also lacked standing. Because the mandate “has no means of enforcement,” the consultants could not show “that any kind of Government action or conduct has caused or will cause” them any injury. In other words: no harm, no foul.

In an angry dissent, Justice Samuel Alito, joined by Justice Neil Gorsuch, accused the majority of making an “improbable rescue” of a defective law. In Alito’s view, the states had standing to sue not because they were harmed by the mandate directly, but because they were harmed by other parts of the ACA that are inextricably linked to the mandate. What’s more, Alito would have held not only that the mandate was unconstitutional, but also that the entire law was invalid. It is remarkable that two justices endorsed an outcome that would have plunged the U.S. health care system into chaos.

Because the Court decided the case on procedural grounds, not on its merits, Republicans might try to revive the case. In particular, the majority declined to address Alito’s argument supporting standing because it was “not directly argued by the plaintiffs in the courts below.” A new set of plaintiffs in a new lawsuit could conceivably make this argument. But Alito’s theory runs counter to the general thrust of standing law. Even if it were accepted, the majority’s decision rests on the premise that an unenforceable mandate has no real-world effects.
It is hard to see how a mandate that does nothing is an essential part of the ACA, which strongly suggests that most of the justices believe the “shall” language could be severed from the law, while leaving the rest of it intact. Perhaps most important, the curt decision seems to signal that the Court wants nothing more to do with cases challenging the fundamental constitutionality of health care reform.

The resolution of California v. Texas does not mean the end of ACA-related litigation. A case that is now pending in Texas, for example, presents a serious challenge to the part of the law requiring insurers to cover, without cost sharing, high-value preventive services — including contraception, preexposure prophylaxis for HIV, and Covid-19 vaccines. Lawsuits over President Joe Biden’s implementation of the law will surely be filed.

But the broadside challenges to the law appear, finally, to have run their course. Would-be reformers — both conservatives who hope to dismantle the ACA and liberals who want to move beyond it — will have to look to Congress, not the judiciary, to achieve their goals. In a democracy, that is exactly as it should be.
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